
Cards 12 - 15

Major Arcana



Keys 12 - 15

The Turning Point



About the cards

At this point The Fool begins to develop and culture 
emotionality. He takes the lessons from the previous keys and 
begins to incorporate the wisdom of those archetypes with the 
lessons the next keys will give him.

The Fool must now learn self discipline, composure and 
emotional stability in the face of sometimes turbulent 
circumstances. Through the coming increments of this part of his 
quest The Fool will experience circumstances that require him to 
seek a new level of understanding. 



The Hanged Man Twelfth stage of the journey
The Hanged Man symbolizes sacrifice and release, It 
indicates  that there is a need to let go of something 
that has kept a person bound and or trapped.

 It implies that if the person wishes to be relieved of 
suffering they must first let go of that which keeps 
them mentally or emotionally confined. Also, The 
hanged man indicates the source of the person's 
feelings of immobility are originated in fears. 

The mind is blocking the person from moving forward, 
keeping them bound up in thoughts of the past, and 
fears of the unknown future. Also, The Hanged Man is 
associated with self sacrifice. 

Relinquishing control, The Hanged Man is sacrificing 
his mobility until he has achieved the necessary 
mental clarity required for him to become mobile 
again. 

 



The Hanged Man
Key Associations

● Key 12 
● Element: Water
● Astrology: Neptune
● Numerologically related to:

 3, the Empress

Key Symbols

1. Halo of light 
2. Red pants & blue tunic
3. White background
4. T shaped cross
5. Hands bound behind the back
6. One leg bound, one leg free



The Hanged Man
Keywords

● Letting Go, Sacrifice For Gain
● Surrender
● Breaking Patterns
● A Crisis
● Delays
● Seeing From Another Direction
● A Fresh Perspective
● Suspension Of Activity
● Giving Something Up
● Experiencing A Metamorphosis
● Spiritual Advancement
● A Detachment From The 

Material.



The Hanged Man
Reversed

Keywords

● in limbo
● being narrow minded
● not seeing from all sides,
● Re-emergence
● re-entering life
● coming back to life
● not letting go
● having false motives
● inability to release
● holding yourself back
● holding onto the material.



Death Thirteenth stage of the journey
The Death card symbolises inevitable change. It is the 
transformation/ transmutation of one expression of 
energy into another. 

Death is impartial in the same way justice is. It has no 
bias or prejudice, coming to all beings equally and is 
insurmountable. When you look at the card, the biblical 
references are thematic throughout. As in the book of 
revelation, death rides a pale white horse which treads 
with indifferences towards all of the characters depicted 
in the card. 

This is symbolic of transformation or a change of fortune 
comes to all regardless of their station, power or 
authority. The bishop pleads and prays for the souls of 
the fallen and yet death still comes relentlessly. 

There is no wrath, anger or punishment, Death is simply a 
part of the cycle of life. This cards asks you to 
understand and accept the inevitability of change.

 



Death
Key Associations

● Key 13 
● Element: Water
● Astrology: Scorpio
● Numerologically related to: 
● 4, the Emperor

Key Symbols

1. Setting sun
2. White horse
3. Pope
4. Child
5. Woman
6. Water/ falls



Death
Keywords

● Endings
● Mortality
● profound change
● letting go of emotional 

attachments
● severing ties
● it’s over
● the end of an era or cycle
● Failure
● Loss For som
● Transformation
● Renewal
● rebirth



Death Reversed

Keywords

● delayed endings
● holding onto to what is 

decayed
● resistance to letting go
●  a long terminal illness
● Depression
● Inertia
● living unaware
● going through the motions
● not believing that change can 

happen



Temperance Fourteenth stage of the journey
Temperance depicts the archangel Cassiel or the angel of 
tears who presides over the death of kings.

 Sometimes, Temperance is depicted as a woman or 
androgynous figure. 

This card is the archetype of the calmed mind. Even 
temperament and balanced emotions. 

The angel has one foot in rippled water and the other on 
dry land emphasizing the evenness of emotion. 

The square with a triangle embedded within it on the 
chest of the angels robe represents the blending of two to 
create more than the sum of its parts. 

The path in the background represents the journey that 
each of us must make toward our own enlightenment. 
Temperance represents the inner peace that when 
achieved gives you the endurance and focus needed to 
accomplish goals.

 



Temperance Key Associations

● Key 14  
● Element: Fire

Astrology: Sagittarius

● Numerologically related to:
 5, the Hierophant

Key Symbols

1. Rising sun
2. Path to the rising sun
3. Triangle in the square
4. Angel
5. White robes
6. Water from one goblet to the 

other



Temperance Keywords

● Harmony
● Abstaining from excess
● Balance
● synthesis
● Moderation
● Blending
● Self control
● Emotional stability
● Alchemy
● being temperate
● blending opposites
● connecting with your guides
● Merging
● looking for divine 

intervention.



Temperance 
Reversed

Keywords

● Imbalance

● the onset of illness

● tempers flaring

● lack of patience between people

● angry outbursts

● feeling deeply disconnected 
from the Divine

● always giving & not receiving.



The Devil Fifteenth stage of the journey
The Devil represents vice, addiction and disconnection 
from God. 

This card indicates that there is something in life that is 
obscuring the light of truth and freedom. Perhaps there 
is over indulgence or there is deception at work in a 
person's life when this card come into play. 

The Devil symbolizes a personality who is lead by their 
desires, passions or addictions. It is a card that indicates 
that a person is overtaken by illusions and is seduced 
into rebelion. 

The physical and material world is the primary focus, this 
card often denotes a person who is directed by blind 
ambition and is willing to deceive or use corruption to 
increase their own power. 



The Devil
Key Associations

● Key: 15
Element: Earth
Astrology: Capricorn
Numerologically related to: 
6, the Lovers*

Key Symbols

1. Black background
2. Man and woman
3. Fruit & fire
4. Chains
5. Pentagram
6. Torch inverted



The Devil
Keywords

● Bondage
● Temptation
● Enslavement
● Materialism
● addictions to 

sex/drugs/drink/money
● fear & doubt
● Lies
● Violence
● unhealthy relationships
● sexual deviancy/gratification
● feeling trapped & without 

options



The Devil Reversed

Keywords

● breaking free from unhealthy 
relationships 

● Release From addictions
● Divorce
● a relationship that becomes less 

sexual
● not submitting to temptation
● freedom from restraints
● Deceptions revealed



Review

Cards

● Key 12 The Hanged Man

● Key 13 Death

● Key 14 Temperance

● Key 15 The Devil

Key Concepts

The Fool gains a new level of 
emotional maturity and 
clarity through the 
difficulties that life has 
presented him with. The 
Hanged Man taught him that 
sometimes there must be 
sacrifice before a new 
pinnacle of success is reached.

 Death showed him that 
change is inevitable and 
inescapable. And he must learn 
acceptance 

As he moves further into self 
awareness he learns that an 
even tempered  balanced 
approach to situations is far 
more effective in achieving 
his goals.

In the last increment of this 
lesson he is now faced with 

the seductions of vice, 
addiction and materialism. He 
must face his desires and 
temptations.





Cards 16 - 19

Major Arcana



Keys 16 - 19

Ascending the Spiral Of 
Consciousness



Cards 16 - 19

In the previous segment of The Fool’s journey he is made to explore the 
landscape of human emotions. In many ways he is faced with 
circumstances beyond his control. He is now finding that emotion 
and subconscious desires can motivate him and he can be seduced 
into seeking power through negative methods.

In this segment The Fool is presented with more difficulties, delays and 
a trip into the underworld. He is fraught with even more 
circumstances that subdue him and challenge his fortitude. 

Faced with self deceit, disaster and illusions of the heart, mind and 
soul, The Fool must now work toward his own redemption.



The Tower Sixteenth stage of the journey
The Tower is associated with abrupt change. Often it 
symbolizes disaster that is brought upon oneself. It 
represents a catastrophe that proceeds 
transformation that is attained through wisdom. 

The lightning bolt striking the crown signifies that the 
wake up call comes by way of divine order. In other 
words the Prime Creator is attempting to intervene and 
prevent total and irreversible destruction.  

The two figure falling from the tower represent the 
willfulness of human nature in that we can be 
rebellious and ignore good advice which is intended to 
save us. 

They also represent the fall that comes after pride. In 
other words, these characters let their self ambition 
become self destruction. This card in many 
represents disaster that is followed by renewal and 
transformation. 

 



The Tower Key Associations

● Key: 16
● Element: Fire
● Astrology: Mars
● Numerologically related to:

 7, the Chariot

Key Symbols

1. Yod
2. Lightning
3. Black background
4. Crown
5. Fire
6. Falling king & peasant
7. Clouds



The Tower
Keywords

● Sudden & unexpected change
● Upheaval
● Destruction which is fated
● Ruin
● Self Sabotage
● Release & repair
● Revelation
● breaking down of old forms
● Renovation
●  An accident or damage to the 

home
● Bankruptcy
● redundancy or loss of work
● being overthrown or ousted
● house repossession.



The Tower Inverted Keywords

● prolonged & continued 
upheaval

● Disruption
● Obstacles
● Difficulties
● losses but milder
● a disruptive person
● a volatile situation
● fearing the worst
● Illness
● the calm after the storm
● Destruction 
● Recuperation after destruction



The Star Seventeenth stage of the journey
The Star represents the guiding light of inspiration, it's the 
archetype of of new found hope and guidance toward 
opportunity and renewal. It represents the period of calm 
that comes after significant difficulties.

The Dakota peoples saw the stars as the home of their 
ancestors and that when a person dies their soul returns to 
the home of their ancestors. The 7 stars, in the cards are 
the pleiades or the seven sisters which the ancient Greeks 
believed were the souls of 7 maidens to which Aphrodite 
gave birth to. The Star  is romantic and ephemerial, 

The Star is a card that speaks of vitality, it augers hope and 
blessings to come. It’s associations with Aquarius cannot 
be dismissed as they tell the reader much about the 
energy in the card. 

 

 



The Star Key Associations

● Key: 17
Element: Air
Astrology: Aquarius 
Numerologically related to: 
8, Strength

Key Symbols

1. Seven Stars
2. Nude woman
3. One foot in the water one on 

the ground
4. Ripples in the water
5. Pouring the water in the 

ground and in the pool



The Star Keywords

● Hope

● happiness

● opportunities 

● optimism

● Renewal

● spirituality, 

● cosmic blessings, 

● help in all forms, 

● beauty & aesthetics,

●  astrology, astronomy, 

● the heavens,

● good health & healing

● an inspirational person,

● a period of tranquility,

● alternative therapies.



The Star Inverted

Keywords

● feeling hopeless/hopelessness, 
feeling unwell, disappointments, 
missed opportunities, refusing 
an offer of help, refusing to 
offer help, blocks to 
renewal/spiritual 
enlightenment.



The Moon Eighteenth stage of the journey
The Moon is the archetype that represents the 
subconscious and the instinctual. The symbol of the 
Moon is associated with the changing nature of life as it is 
constant and cyclical. 

It also represents the feminine aspect of the self, 
receptive, dreaming and intuitive. It asks you to take a look 
deeper within and to differentiate between the fears of the 
natural mind. 

In the card there is a dog representing the tamed and 
obedient side of the mind,  while the wolf represents the 
instinctual and reactive element of human nature. Also 
there is a crayfish that is coming up out of the water, this 
represents the ascent of consciousness rising toward  your 
divine purpose from the ignorance of your primordial or 
unevolved self. 

The rays of the moon represent the light shed upon the 
path and the Yod shaped dew is the gift of nourishment 
issued from the divine. 



The Moon
Key Associations

● Key: 18
● Element: Water
● Astrology: Pisces
● Numerologically related to: 

9, the Hermit

Key Symbols

1. Moon
2. Yod
3. Two towers
4. Wolf
5. Dog
6. Crayfish
7. Rippling pool



The Moon Keywords

● Dreams but also nightmares,
● Illusion,
● hidden things – particularly 

enemies,
● Insecurity
● Mystery
● Falsehoods
● Visions
● Mental confusion
● A dark night of the soul, 
● a difficult period
● Lacking clarity, 
● Deception
● Secrets

● increased psychic ability and 

experiences.



The Moon Inverted Keywords

● secrets being revealed
● what was hidden is now 

becoming visible,
● deceptions are seen
● Mysteries unveiled
● Unusual dreams,
● Psychic insights you may not 

understand
● Insomnia or unusual sleeping 

patterns
● Irrational 

thoughts/behaviours.



The Sun Eighteenth stage of the journey
The Sun archetype represents the fulfillment of 
potentials and promises. It is a card that marks a 
significant change in life for the positive. 

Looking at the card, there is a naked child joyfully  riding 
a big white horse. The feeling is happy and triumphant. 
The child's nudity indicates innocence and purity, and 
authentic self expression devoid of fear. The horse 
represents power, strength and force of will, some say it 
is associated with the holy spirit or an archangel. 

The sunflowers with their upward angeling faces, remind 
us to seek the light of truth as this is the way to reach 
your fullest potential. The child and the horse are on the 
other side of the wall indicating that which has been 
holding you back is now overcome. 

The Sun is an extremely positive card and can be taken 
with excitement and joy. 

 

 



The Sun Key Associations

● Key: 19
Element: Fire
Astrology: Sun
Numerologically related to:
 1 and 10, the Magician and the 
Wheel of Fortune

Key Symbols

1. Sun
2. Nude Child
3. Sunflowers
4. Red banner
5. White horse



The Sun Keywords

● Life
● Energy
● Joy
● Enlightenment
● Warmth
● Manifestation
● Happiness
● YES! 
● Riches
● Marriage
● Success
● clear thinking
● Optimism
● Blessings
● good fortune
● a good holiday
● nice weather.



The Sun Inverted
Keywords

● Partia

● Success

● Sadness

● hoping for an improvement

● feeling under the weather

● reduced vitality

● delayed success/happiness

● being overly sentimental

● things are not as rosy as they 
seem

● false impressions.



Review

Cards

● Key 16 The Tower

● Key 17 The Star

● Key 18 The Moon

● Key 16 The Sun

Key Concepts
The Fool has been given a wake 
up call! Something has happened 
in his journey that his rapidly 
brought him back down to the 
ground. What vices and 
materialism may have beguiled 
him has been revealed as a trap.

Once that awareness has taken 
root and he has accepted a new 
higher morality he is renewed 
and has become hopeful. 

The Star sheds a guiding light 
on his life path bringing him 
hope

However he is now faced with 
fears that are a result of the 
traumatic fall from his lofty 
position in the tower. 

The Moon reveals these fears 
and he must decipher the 
difference between what is fear 
and what is a true limitation of 
reality.

The Sun brings the dawn shining 
brightly, giving warmth, 
happiness and most importantly 
the manifestation of his desires.





Cards 20 - 21

Major Arcana



Keys 20 -21

The completion of the journey



the cards 20 - 21

The last stage of the journey is before The Fool now. He consciously 
understands what motivates his choices and the consequences of his 
actions.

While he isn’t the care free personality that he was at the beginning of his 
journey, his experiences have transformed him, making him more mature on 
all levels of awareness. He knows that he must blend his intuition with his 
intellect in order to arrive at well balanced choices. He understands that 
his will is a matter of focused intention rather than random happenstance. 

He is enriched and purposeful. The Fool has come full circle and has 
embraced and accepted himself fully. Where one door closes another opens.



Judgement Twentieth stage of the journey
Judgement represents ultimate truth, impartiality and 
the deliverance of a consequence positive or negative 
the judgement is always given from a completely 
neutral position of authority. 

Judgement considers all evidence without bias or 
prejudice. Higher energies are at work when Judgement 
comes in a spread It foretells or intends a resurgence of 
life. 

Something that has dwindled or become dormant in 
your life is now being called to action through renewal 
and resurrection. 

The cross on the flag of Gabriel's trumpet represents the 
blending or unity of the physical and the spiritual and 
the inevitable change that is a result of the union. The 
trumpet represents the loud and clear call that each 
person must answer in order to serve their intended 
purpose.  



Judgement
Key Associations

● Key: 20
● Element: Fire
● Astrology: Pluto
● Numerologically related to:

 2 and 11, the High Priestess and 
Justice

Key Symbols

1. Archangel Gabriel
2. Open graves
3. Horn
4. Man, Woman and Child
5. Sound coming from the horn



Judgement Keywords

● Redemption

● Rebirth

● an awakening

● a calling – spiritual or career

● Renewal

● spirit led

● Reincarnation

● a realisation

● a change that has already 
occurred

● end of an era

● a rite of passage

● a period of transition

● decision making.



Judgement Inverted

Keywords

●  Ignoring a calling
● doing what you know is wrong 

for you
● doubting yourself, being lead by 

your own fear
● change that’s coming but is 

delayed
● avoiding making a decision
● unhealed karma.



The World Twenty First stage of the 
journey
This final card in the Major Arcana represents the 
archetype of integrations, wholeness and completion. It 
also represents beginnings and endings. 

It represents the calling to look beyond the minute and 
mundane and seek the bigger picture and integrate the 
concept that you are enough and that you have enough. 
This card represents moving beyond the attainments and 
achievements of the material world.

This card is the completion of The Fool's journey while 
also representing the beginning of a new and distinct 
journey about to be embarked upon. Ending one phase 
and beginning another  

In the four corners of the card are the fixed signs of Taurus, 
Leo, Scorpio and Aquarius which symbolizes the 
astrological influences all in alignment assisting your 
efforts to achieve your loftiest goals. 



The World Key Associations

● Key: 21
● Element: Earth
● Astrology: Saturn
● Numerologically related to: 

3, the Empress

Key Symbols

1. The four Archangels Michael, 
Uriel, Gabriel & Raphael

2. Laurel wreath
3. Two wands
4. Semi nude woman
5. Red Ribbon
6. Blue Sky



The World Keywords

● Completion

● Fulfillment

● Possibilities

● Outcomes

● Realisations

● Wholeness

● Success

● totality, moving – particularly 
abroad

● success and successful 
conclusions

● the journey’s end

● goal achievement.



The World

Keywords

● plans falling through
● house moving interrupted
● unfinished business
● delayed success
● Non-movement
● Stagnation
● not finishing your work
● being stuck in a rut



Review

Cards

● Key 20 Judgment

● Key 21 The World

Key Concepts

The journey of The Fool comes 
nears completion as he is 
presented with judgement. 

What was dormant within him 
from the beginning now awakens. 

He has come to the 
understanding that it is through 
answering the call of his soul’s 
purpose that he finds the truth 
of his authentic self. 

He is now in total alignment with 
who he was created to be.

The journey comes to 
completion with The archetype 
of The World. 

The Fool has completed every 
stage of his journey reaching 
its natural conclusion. He is 
now freed from one cycle and 
ready to begin another. 

Achievement and fulfillment 
of the potential outcomes 
releases the Fool and he may 
now begin a new cycle.
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